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Introduction. Dusty plasma crystals (DPCs) occur in dusty plasmas (DP), in low-temperature

gas discharge experiments, wherein the charged dust particles are suspended under the com-

bined action of gravity and electric forces [1]. DPC configurations typically consist of 2D –

hexagonal in general – monolayers, but also be 1D chains, when appropriate trapping potentials

are used for lateral confinement [2]. Our aim here is to revisit the nonlinear aspects of dust grain

motion, from first principles, reviewing earlier [3, 4] and reporting recent results [5, 6].

Basic principles. The origin of nonlinearity in a plasma sheath is evident. First, electro-

static inter-grain interactions are generally associated with an interaction potentialUint (De-

bye or else). The interaction force acting on then−th grain isFn = −∇ Uint(|rn− rn−1|). For

small displacements,Uint can be Taylor-expanded near the equilibrium position{xn,yn,zn} =

{nr0,mr0,0} (n,m= 0,±1,±2, ...; assuming gravity along ˆz), thus yielding a polynomial in the

(small) displacementsδxn, δyn andδzn [3, 6, 8]. Furthermore, the sheath environment provides

an on-site potential which may be stronglyanharmonic(see Fig. 1) near equilibrium, i.e.,

Φ(z)≈ Φ(z0)+
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The coefficientsα andβ may be obtained from experiments [9] or fromab initio calculations.
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Figure 1: The (anharmonic) sheath potentialΦ(z) is depicted vs. the vertical distancez from the

negative electrode: (left) as results fromab initio numerical simulations (densityn increasing

from bottom to top) (data courtesy of G. Sorasio); (right) based on experimental data (A. Melzer,

private communication).

Finally, dust-grain motion introduces a nonlinear transverse-to-longitudinal mode-coupling ef-

fect [8], as it combines 2 or 3 degrees of freedom, involving distinct modes.
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Solitary waves. Localized excitations occur in DPCs, sustained via a mutual balance among

nonlinearity and dispersion. The nonlinear horizontal (longitudinal, acoustic) and vertical (trans-

verse, inverse-optic) dust grain motion in a 1D dust monolayer has been studied thoroughly

[3, 6], so results need only be briefly summarized here.

Longitudinal solitons. DPCs support supersonic longitudinal solitary solitons. These are

efficiently modelled Korteweg - de Vries and/or Boussinesq equation solutions [4, 6]. Experi-

mentally they represent localized density perturbations, of stationary profile [10] and surviving

collisions [11], as predicted by theory [3, 6]. Interestingly, rarefactive pulses have been observed

experimentally only recently [7], although long predicted by theory [6].

Off-plane (transverse) envelope solitons. Modulated envelope wavepackets associated with

backward-propagating (negative group velocity) transverse (off-plane) oscillations are predicted

by the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) theory in a quasi-continuum lattice approximation [12].

Such wavepackets are also observed in experiments [13].

In-plane modulated wavepackets. Asymmetriclocalized envelope solitons, involving a non-

zero zeroth harmonic contribution, occur in the longitudinal (in-plane, acoustic mode) direction

[14]. In 2D, hexagonal DP crystals may sustain modulated bell-shaped envelope structures,

formed as a result of modulational instability of in-plane vibrations [15].

Discrete dust-lattice modes. Intrinsic localized modes (Discrete Breathers,DBs) are frontier

research in present-time nonlinear science. They consist of highly localized (only few sites mov-

ing) periodic oscillatory lattice modes. Non-Anderson-type localization thus occurs, due to the

crystal discreteness, in combination with nonlinearity. DB excitations may occur, related with

transverse dust lattice vibrations, either in 1D [16, 17] or in 2D [5, 18] crystals. A discrete anal-

ysis of hexagonal crystals from first principles suggests the occurrence of ultra-localized mul-

tipole modes (discrete vortices; see Fig. 2) [5, 18]. The stability profile of DBs depends on the

discreteness parameterε = ω2
T,0/ω2

g, which is the (square) ratio of the transverse mode eigen-

frequency by the transverse gap frequency (related to the sheath potential well as∼ Φ′′(0)). In

general, the smaller the value ofε, the “more dicrete" a lattice system is. Detailed results will

be reported soon [18].

Discrete dust lattice excitations, so far essentially unexplored, open new directions for De-

bye crystal applications, once experimentally confirmed and eventually manipulated. A brief

overview of existing results on DBs in hexagonal crystals is presented in [5], and will soon

appear in the form of a published article. We shall now dedicate the remaining part of this brief

report on DBs in 1D dust crystals.

Discrete Breathers in 1D crystals. We have considered a 1D lattice with on-site potential
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V(x) = x2/2+ax3/3+bx4/4 with indicative parameter values taken from [9]. The conditions

for multisite breathers are [17]φi = 0,π, whereφi are the phase differences between successive

oscillators. The stability of these solutions is determined by the Floquet multipliers of the peri-

odic orbit. If all the multipliers lie on the unit circle in the complex plane, the structure is stable.

For everyφi = π there is a pair of multipliers leaving the unit circle along the real axis forε

however small; see Fig. 2. So, the only stable configuration is the in-phase one,φi = 0; see Fig.

3. Numerical investigations using values from [9] showed that it remains stable forε < 0.02,

yet it undergoes a “bubble” of instability for approximately 0.02< ε < 0.03 and becomes sta-

ble again untilε < 0.04, as shown in Fig. 4. This scenario suggests that, forε = 0.016 (i.e., as

drawn from the data from [2]), this kind of motion can be supported.
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Figure 2: (From left to right) (a) Time evolution of an unstable1D breather: see that the exci-

tation is not localized anymore, after some time; (b) The corresponding linear stability profile:

two eigenvalues have departed from the imaginary circle.
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Figure 3: (From left to right) (a) Time evolution of a stable (1D, 1:1 here) 2-breather forε =

−0.016; (b) The linear stability profile: all eigenvalues lie on the imaginary unit circle.

Conclusions. DPCs provide an excellent test-bed for continuum and discrete nonlinear the-

ories. Apart from density solitons [10, 7] and transverse wavepackets [13], these theoretical

predictions have still not rigorously been tested in the laboratory. This provides a challenging

direction for experimental investigations, which will hopefully confirm these results.
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Figure 4: The stability scenario of an in phase 2-breather for increasingε
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